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SURFACE DRAINAGE SOLUTIONS

SlotChannelUS

Installation Design Guide
SlotChannelUS drains are used for roadways, commercial facilities,
airports and areas requiring fast and efficient surface water drainage.
  



Precast Slot Channel: Engineering Specifications

SlotChannelUS

We precast all our slot channels using 8000 PSI reinforced 
concrete, and they are designed to meet or exceed AASHTO’s 
H-20 heavy load specifications. Our two largest drains can be 
designed to meet or exceed FAA aircraft loading requirements 
for commercial airports. Slot channels are manufactured in 
four different channel sizes and two different standard 
lengths, and all of our slot channels are FDOT approved.
Also, all of our slot channels can be manufactured to comply 
with ADA requirements.
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The largest slot channel we manufacture is the 3040. 
The 3040 has a 12-inch by 16-inch channel, and its 
standard length is also 4-meters (13.12-feet). The
3040 was primarily designed for highway/roadway
and airport applications.

The City 150 has a 6-inch channel, and its 
standard length is 2-meters (or 6.5-feet).
The City 150 is ideal for residential roadways, 
commercial facilities and plazas, pedestrian 
traffic areas and fuel containment needs. The 
City 150 is also ADA compliant.

The next larger slot channel we manufacture is the 
R-20. The R-20 has an 8-inch channel, and its standard 
length is 4-meters (13.12-feet). The R-20 is also 
designed for residential roadways, commercial
facilities and fuel containment applications. The
R-20 can be manufactured to be ADA compliant or
a wider slot can be used to accommodate increased 
stormwater runoff where appropriate.

The third slot channel we offer is the R-30. The R-30 
has a 12-inch channel, and its standard length is 
4-meters (13.12-feet). The R-30 has been designed 
for all roadway applications including highways. It is 
also used in commercial applications and airports.

R-20 (8” diameter)

R-30 (12” diameter) 30x40 (12” x 16”)
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Precast Slot Channel: Engineering Specifications

Slot Spacing

R-20 (8-inch channels)

R-30 and 3040 (12” and 12” x 16” channels)

Curbing, Outfall, and Cleanout

All of our slot channels are manufactured with intermitent slot 
openings separated by reinforced concrete solid pours. Slots can 
be manufactured in two widths: the ADA compliant 1/2” wide slot 
and water-guzzling 1 3/8” wide notched slot. Slot spacing along 
the slot channels is depicted in the figures below.
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Precast Slot Channel: Installation Process

SlotChannelUS

Lifting appliances capable of precision lifting should exclusively 
be used to unload our reinforced concrete slot channels. Impact 
loading, dragging, and sudden dropping are not permitted and 
may damage slot channels.

Slot channels must be unloaded from the delivery vehicle using 
unloading and placing devices call “lifters.” These lifters are 
available from SlotChannelUS by purchase or refundable deposit. 
Dual lifters (2) are required to properly and safely lift, move, and 
install the slot channels. Minimum suspension points must be 
greater than, or equal to, 1 meter. Once the lifter is inserted into 
the slot, the lifter is rotated 90 degrees to lock it into position. 
Lifters should only be used with a horizontal spreader bar to 
ensure lifting force is exerted vertically. See Figure 1 and 1A.

Slot channels must be stored in a manner that ensures they will 
not be damaged. Use squared timbers between layers if they are 
to be stored in a stack.

Area for insertion of 
drainage channel lifter
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Area for insertion of 
drainage channel lifter

Figure 1: Top View

R-30 and 3040 R-20

Unloading
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Locking >= 1,00 m

On-site spreader bar 
(minimum 
load-bearing 
capacity 3 t)

slot channel lifter

Figure 1A: Spreader Bar



Precast Slot Channel: Installation Process
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If end caps are not provided, then a brick and 
mortar plug should be used at the beginning and 
end of every run to keep the channels water 
tight.  These plugs should be constructed in 
accordance with FDOT Standard Index Number 
280 (Sheet 1 of 3).  See Figure 2.

Masonry plug

8”

Note: Unless otherwise called for in the plans, 
the cost of plugging pipes to be included in the 
contract unit price for new pipe.

Figure 2: Pipe plug

Spacers

After cleaning and making sure each joint is free 
from foreign matter and debris, spacers should 
be provided and adhered to the face of every 
male end-piece to ensure a proper gap exists 
between slot channels to provide for expansion 
and contraction longitudinally. If spacers are not 
provided, then contact SlotChannelUS to procure 
them. See Image.

Ideal longitudinal spacing is the width of one 
spacer (10 mm). Absolute minimum spacing 
cannot be less than 5 mm, and the maximum 
spacing is 15 mm. Transverse spacing and flexible 
joint sealant is not required when slot channels 
are placed adjacent to asphaltic concrete
surfaces, but they are required when placed 
adjacent to concrete pavement. Mortar, sand
or concrete elements cannot be used within
transverse or longitudinal joints. See Figure 3.

Flexible joint sealant with backer rod 
(applied as per the 
manufacturer's guidelines)

Bituminous 
surfacing

Running joints of 
EPS rigid foam slabs
or equivalent

Concrete road surface
For rigid paved areas, always use longitudinal
running joints such that no damaging 
horizontal forces can be transmitted 
to the slot channel.

Foundation of the equalizing layer on frostproof floor (F1)

Subsoil bedding factor C ≥ 10 MN/m3,
required permissible soil pressure 250 kN/m² and subsoil 

Figure 3: Reinforced concrete slot channel
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Precast Slot Channel: Installation Process
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Bedding for the City 150, unless otherwise called for in the plans, can be installed without special 
foundation preparation as long as the static compaction of the underlaying subgrade is equal to that 
of the adjacent paved area.

Bedding/Foundation

3. The upper twelve inches of the slot channel subgrade shall be compacted to a minimum dry density of 95% of the modified
   proctor maximum dry density, ASTM D 1557, or equivalent.

1. For the R-20 slot channel, a six-inch base layer for the slot channel subgrade shall be placed above the subgrade consisting of crushed
   concrete meeting Section 6.06, “Graded Crushed Concrete Aggregate Base” of the City of Orlando Engineering Standards Manual
   (4th Edition). The base course shall be compacted to the minimum 98% of the modified proctor maximum density, ASTM D 1557 or
   equivalent. See Figure 4.

Slot channel

Figure 4: Base & Subgrade Detail (R-20)

Slot channel

8” base (see note 2)

12” subgrade (see note 3)

Figure 5: Base & Subgrade Detail (R-30 & 3040)

Bedding for the R-20, unless otherwise called for in the plans, can be installed similar to the City 150 unless 
it will be subject to HS-20 loading or higher.  In the case of highway loading, the foundation depicted here 
should be used unless otherwise called for in the plans. See Figure 4.

Bedding for the R-30 and 3040, unless otherwise called for in the plans, should use the minimum
foundation design portrayed here. See Figure 5.

2. For the R-30 and 3040 slot channels, an eight-inch base layer for the slot channel subgrade shall be placed above the subgrade consisting
   of crushed concrete meeting Section 6.06, “Graded Crushed Concrete Aggregate Base” of the City of Orlando Engineering Standards Manual
   (4th Edition). The base course shall be compacted to the minimum 98% of the modified proctor maximum density, ASTM D 1557 or equivalent.
   See Figure 5.

Notes: 

6” 6” 8” 8”

6” base (see note 1)

12” subgrade (see note 3)
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Precast Slot Channel: Installation Process
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Placing and Connecting Slot Channels
After cleaning the collar joints and proper seating of the gasket, a thick coat of pipe joint lubricant 
needs to be applied to the female end of the joint. The male end does not receive joint lubricant. Then
a small excavation of base material is made transversely to the joint to ensure no base material is 
transported upward and between the drains as they are moved together.  After the excavation is made, 
then the slot channel is lifted and placed as close as practical to the adjacent drain and rested on the 
pre-prepared base foundation. A level is required longitudinally to ensure the two slot channels are 
aligned, and then a level is used transversely to ensure the slot channel to be placed is not pitched to 
either side. If slot channels do not align, or if the slot channel to be inserted is pitched, then remove the 
slot channel and regrade the foundation to achieve a level placement.                         .

The joints may be assembled by any one of three methods: Bar & Block Method (this method works well 
with the City 150 and the R-20), or the Backhoe Method (recommended for the R-30 and 3040 slot 
channels), or the Backhoe and Lifters Sliding Method (also recommended for the R-30 and 3040 slot 
channels).

“Diving” the slot channel into the joint with the lifters is prohibited, as damage to the joints, gasket,
and channel edges can occur. Make certain that the proper gap between each slot channel is achieved 
before moving to the next installations.

Slot channels can also be placed and connected by aligning and suspending the slot channel slightly above the foundation and pouring a concrete
leveling-slurry under the slot channel and a few inches up each side. However, this method should only be used by experienced installers.
Contact SlotChannelUS for more information. 

Bar & Block Method
• Place spigot into bell end of pipe
• With a bar, push against wooden
   block until slot channel is fully  
   inserted into the bell with the
   appropriate gap.

Backhoe Method
• Place spigot into bell end of pipe
• Place a wooden block between the backhoe bucket and the slot channel
• Carefully push back of backhoe bucket against wooden
   block until pipe is fully inserted into bell with the
   appropriate gap
• Ensure slot channel slides squarely into bell to
   avoid misalignment
• Keep slot channel level

Backhoe & Lifters Sliding Method
• Insert lifters into rear slots of the slot channel and hook the lifters onto the bucket
• Operator should carefully push lifter(s) tight toward bell of downstream slot channel
   until spigot is fully inserted into bell with the appropriate gap
• Ensure slot channel slides squarely into bell to avoid misalignment
• Keep slot channel level
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